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REPACKAGING WOODEN DUAL RAIL WATERROWER: TANK

PREP    SHIPPING BOXES...

Tank Box Footboard Insert

Tank Insert Seat Insert

Bits Tray Insert

PREP    WHAT YOU’LL NEED...

Bucket Syphon Pump

Packing Tape **Shipping Boxes

**Use original packaging or contact customer 
service to reorder at rent@waterrower.com 
or call (401) 247-7742 and ask for the rental 

department.

Plastic Bag *Foam

*Recommended
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REMINDER    DRAIN THE WATER FROM YOUR TANK

Place a plastic bag over the tank opening and insert tank stopper over the plastic 
bag. This step is important to ensure the remaining water does not leak out of the tank 
during shipping causing damage and/or mold to the rower.

Remove the tank stopper. Use the provided syphon pump to remove the water from your 
tank. There will be approximately ½ cup of water left in the tank.

 
(A) Assemble the tank box. With the box right side up, tape down the center and along the 
seams.

(B)  Turn the box upside down. 

STEP 1

BA

 
(A) Place the cardboard insert labeled “Monitor” and “Forward Riser” face down.

(B) Fold up the piece labeled “Monitor.” 

STEP 2

A B
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C D

STEP 2    CONTINUED

(C) With the footboard facing down, slide the top of the footboard into the monitor slot.

(D) Fold up the piece labeled “Forward Riser” and place in between the footboard bracket. 
Fold up the side pieces of the cardboard. 

(E) Place into the box with the text facing up. 

E

 
(A) Slide the tank insert between the key bracket and the bottom deck. 

(B) Fold up the cardboard to place in-between the top deck and the bracket bolts.

STEP 3

A B
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C D

STEP 3    CONTINUED

(C) Place the tank assembly into the box upside down. 

(D) Make sure the monitor and the forward riser of the tank assembly match up to the 
arrows on the footboard insert. (Reference step 2e)

(E) Place a piece of thin foam (if you have it) over the tank.

E

(A) Place the seat insert on top of the tank.

(B) Fold up the sides and the top pieces of the seat insert to place around the forward riser.

STEP 4

A B
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(A) Place the bits tray insert into the last slot of the seat insert, standing upright.

(B) Place the seat into the box upside down.

(C) Fold the bits tray insert over the seat. Slide both footpads into the remaining slot of the 
seat insert. Place the rear spacer and the plastic bag that contains the bolts, handle rests, & 
dolly wheels into the box.

(D) Tape up the box along the center and the seams.

(E) Flip the tank box upright for shipping.

STEP 5

A B

C D

E


